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Holy Quran
Hajira Khan
Indian School Salalah
Salalah, Sultanate of Oman

eading the Holy Quran is very important. If you read
Quran then you become more intelligent. The one who
has memorized the whole Quran is called a Hafiz-eQuran or jus Hafiz. There are 114 Surahs in the Quran and
6236 Ayah (verses). The first Surah of the Quran is Surah
Fateha which is recited in each Rakaat of our Salaat. The reading of the Quran is increased in the month of Ramadan. The
Quran was revealed to the Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon
Him). The Quran was revealed over a period of 23 years.
The Holy Quran was memorized by Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) and his followers, dictated to his companions, and
written down by scribes, who cross-checked it during the
Prophetss lifetime. Not a single word of its 114 Surah (chapters) has been changed over the centuries. The Quran is in
every detail the same unique and miraculous text that was revealed over fourteen centuries ago. The Qur'an is the principle
source of every Muslim’s faith and practice. It deals with all
subjects that concern us as human beings, including wisdom,
doctrine, worship and law; but its basic theme is the relationship between the Creator, Allah and His creatures. At the same
time, the Quran provides guidelines for a just society, proper
human conduct and equitable economic principles.

The Holy Quran can be translated exactly. The meaning of the
Holy Quran is available in many languages. One can use these
available meanings till they learn Arabic. Many tools are available for learning the Arabic of the Quran.
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Tips to Stay Connected to
the Qur’an Post-Ramadan
I By Aishah Iqbal I
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Quran

guidance for those conscious of Allah.” [Qur’an:
Chapter 2, Verse 2]

This verse applies to everyday; Ramadan is a special
time to spend with the Qur’an but that does not
mean we should neglect it outside of this month.
Imagine every month to be like Ramadan and try to
put as much passion into developing your relationship with the Qur’an as you can. The truth is, any
day could be our last and therefore we should optimize our time spent in reading and pondering over
the book that was sent as a guidance for us.

2. No excuses!

We procrastinate with excuses as to why we cannot
regularly recite and ponder over the Qur’an.
You might “lack time” – but you are reading this
which means you have time to surf the net! Cut out
idle activities or wake up 15 minutes earlier.
You feel bad because “you don’t understand” what
you read – find a Qur’an teacher, read translations
and tafsir or start learning Arabic.

You may think “you’ll do it on the weekend” – give
yourself the reality check of life. You may not have
tomorrow so do what you need to today!

Sadly, it may just be a case of “I don’t know why, I
just can’t get in the habit” – In order to make a habit,
you must strive. The climb up the mountain is never
easy but if you stop midway you will never reach the
top. Small steps are better than no steps.

3. Have a monthly goal

At the beginning of each month, set a target for
yourself. Do you want to complete the entire Qur’an
or focus on particular surahs? Is there a portion you
want to successfully memorise? Or perhaps you
want to focus on your recitation rather than a particular quantity? Whatever the case may be, having an
idea in mind about what your goal is will help keep
you focused to achieve it insha’Allah. This is a personal goal for you, your abilities and what you are in
need of to boost your iman. Write it down in your
diary, phone or wall – keep it around you before
your eyes so you always remember what the goal is.

4. Set a time for Qur’an

We can set as many goals as we like, but without
being prepared or planning the journey to that destination, it can be extremely difficult. On a weekly
4
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basis, work out when you will have the time to read
the Qur’an and associated activities that you are focusing on. Are you able to have a set time? It is great
if you can but if not, do not panic. Use whatever
time you have to do as much as you can.

5. Catch up on what you’ve
missed

Some days may be busier than others and you may
not be able to read whatever portion you had planned
for. Hold yourself accountable for this and ensure to
catch up with what you have missed on top of the
planned activities for the next day. This is important
in ensuring you have a regular habit in place that you
try to maintain to attain the goals you have made for
that month. Even better, create a post-Ramadan
Qur’an group with your friends to help you stay motivated and connected to the Qur’an even when you
feel your enthusiasm dipping.

6. Focus on understanding

As well as reciting the Qur’an, make time to read the
translation and tafsir. This could be by reading them
on your own, or by attending classes at a local
masjid or institute. This is really an important part of
developing an understanding of the Qur’an; many of
us fall out of the habit of reading the Qur’an because
we fail to understand what it is that we are reading.
Allah says that the Qur’an is “a guidance for the
people and clear proofs of guidance and criterion.”
[Qur’an: Chapter 2, Verse 184]1

We should not miss out on obtaining this guidance
because we do not understand the language. Make it
a goal to learn Arabic, however in the meantime,
utilise the translated works available to understand,
absorb and implement the message of the Qur’an in
your daily life.

Quran

7. Implement what you learn

The stories in the Qur’an are full of lessons. Take
time to ponder over them and ask yourself how you
can implement what you have learned into your life?
The Qur’an highlights for us the imperfections we
have, whilst giving us the ideas on how to change for
the best. Listening to the Qur’an can be healing and
soothing, however the fundamental reason for the
verses to be revealed is to guide a person to the
straight path. Whatever portion you read, ask yourself how you can change your life based on it. Keep
a journal with the points you have learned and how
you will work towards developing a personality
complementary to the Qur’an. Remember the hadith
of Aishah :
“The character of the Messenger of Allah was the
Qur’an.” [Abu Dawud]

8. Make dua

Lastly, but by no means least – always ask Allah to
help you in your quest to understand His words. We
are unable to achieve anything without Allah granting us the ability to do so. The beauty of this is that
Allah can help us achieve that which everyone else
thinks we are unable to do.

Never let the words or actions of others put you
down; whatever your goals are concerning the
Qur’an and understanding it, put your trust in Allah
that He will make it possible. Whatever rocks, boulders or mountains come in your way, never forget
that Allah knows your soul can handle the struggle.
Break down whatever blocks that try to prevent you
from grasping the Qur’an by always turning to Allah
and asking Him to make the Qur’an the light of your
life and heart!

What are your tips on maintaining a close relationship with the Qur’an post-Ramadan?

About Aishah Iqbal
Based in London, Aishah is a medical student, due to
complete her studies next year insh’Allah. Aside
from her studies, she likes to blog on anything related to personal development including productivity, fitness and health. Connect with her through her
blog grains and gains
Source: http://productivemuslim.com/connected-toquran-post-ramadan/
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The reflections

O

I By Md ShadabAkram I

nce a dog ran into a museum- where all the
walls, the ceilng, the door and even the floor
were made of mirror, seeing this the dog
froze in surprise in the middle of the hall, a whole
pack of dogs surrounded it from all sides, from
above and below. Just in case, the dog bared his
teeth -and all the reflections responded to it in the
same way. Frightened, the dog frantically barked the reflections imitated the bark and increased it
many times. The dog barked even harder and the
echo was keeping up. The dog tossed from one side
to another, biting the air - his reflections also tossed
around snapping their teeth.

Next day in the morning the museum security
guards found the miserable dog, lifeless and surrounded by a million reflections of lifeless dogs.
There was nobody, who would make any harm to the
dog. The dog died by fighting with his own reflections.

The world doesn't bring good or evil on its own.
Everything that is happening around us is the reflection of our own thoughts, feelings, wishes and actions. The World is a big mirror. So let's strike a
good pose!

Contributed by Md ShadabAkram
<shadab.akram@gmail.com>

A Handful of Salt
Life Lesseons

A

I By Abu Muhammad Yusuf I

s humans we are prone to stress although we
all wish to be immune from it. While stress
may be beneficial at times however the excess of it will certainly affect our health and productivity. In controlling stress our mind set is so
important.
There was once a very old Sheikh who noticed his
student very depressed. The wise scholar instructed
the unhappy young man to put a handful of salt in a
glass of water and then to drink it. "How does it
taste?" the Sheikh asked. "Awful," retorted the student.

The Sheikh chuckled and then asked the young man
to take another handful of salt and put it in the lake.
The two walked in silence to the nearby lake and
when the student swirled his handful of salt into the
lake, the wise old man said, "Now drink from the
lake."

As the water dripped down the young man's chin, the
Sheikh asked, "How does it taste?" "Good!" remarked the student. "Do you taste the salt?" asked
the Sheikh. "No," said the young man.

The Sheikh sat beside this troubled young man, took
his hands, and said, "The pain of life is pure salt; no
more, no less. The amount of pain in life remains the
same, exactly the same. But the amount we taste the
'pain' depends on the container we put it into. So
when you are in pain, the only thing you can do is to
take it out of your cup and place it in Allah’s Lake!
No doubt what practical measures or action that are
needed in the situation must be taken, but we should
then leave it to Allah Ta’ala who is ultimately in control of everything!

Always be positive and forget about the bad things
or events of the past and think of good things, always having hope that it can be better. Trying to
change the past is a foolish and crazy waste of time,
"for saying 'if only...' opens the way to Shaytan
(Satan)" said the Prophet of Allah (Sallallahualaiyhiwassallam).

The Messenger of Allah (Sallallahualaiyhiwassallam) also said, " Know that victory (achievement)
6
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comes through patience, and that ease comes
through hardship."

None can destroy iron, but its own rust. Likewise,
none can destroy a person, but his or her own mindset !

Ups and downs in life are very important to keep us
going, a straight line even in an E.C.G. means we are
not alive! The same Boiling Water that hardens the
egg, Will Soften the Potato!

It all depends upon our reaction to stressful circumstances!
Allah, The Most Wise, say;
“…and in Allah (alone) should the believers trust.”
(Qur’aan 14:11)

So the next time you face a problem don’t dissolve it
in your small cup of water but cast it into Allah’s
Lake!

*****
We appreciate feedback on our articles. Please send
feedback or any constructive comments to: feedback@eislam.co.za
To subscribe to our mailing list please send a blank
email to: subscribe@eislam.co.za
Tounsubscribe please click on link found below this
message OR send a blank email to unsubscribe@eis-

Contain the epidemic
Opinion

T

I By Dr Mohammad ManzoorAlam I

he epidemic called the Islamic State (IS) has
quickly spread from Iraq and Syria to Yemen,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and, according to some
reports, Pakistan and Afghanistan. It is a dangerous
trend that spells destabilisation and anarchy, cutting
a large swath across the Islamic world.

Like all epidemics break out in certain conditions of
general lack of hygiene and other factors, phenomena like IS break out and quickly spread across borders in conditions of political uncertainty and social
unrest. Lack of clarity on part of policy makers is
also responsible for it, as is foreign dominance, war
and social disarray.

The situation in the Muslim world is so dismal that
anti-Muslim people ridicule individual Muslims in
non-Muslim societies. They often ask, “How do you
claim that Islam is a religion of peace while every
day we see Muslims being killed by Muslims in a
gruesome manner across the Muslim world?” Of
course, we have no answer to such queries.

In the affected countries, even policy makers and
strategic analysts do not have a clear idea of who are
the IS, what is their source of funds, which countries
are their friends, which their foes. There is virtually
no understanding of the phenomenon, no roadmap to
contain and eliminate the scourge.

The recent IS attacks on Yemen, Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait are most bothersome. Particularly disturbing
are attacks on Shia mosques in Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia while the devout were in the middle of
prayers. This is a highly dangerous trend that can
7
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provoke a civil war and divide a country irreversibly.

The attackers look at it as jihad and are misled to believe that killing others by killing themselves they
become martyrs (shuhda). There is a need to educate
the Muslim youth that suicide for any purpose is forbidden (haram) in Islam. Besides, a sectarian war is
not jihad. Nor is attacking people in the middle of
prayers an act of piety as a Saudi aalimsaid soon
after the attack in Saudi Arabia. He rightly asked if
attacking Christians while they are in prayer during a
war is forbidden in Islam, how can attacking Shia
Muslims in a mosque be acceptable.

Beyond fiqh, attacking peaceful citizens, whatever
their religion, sect or sub-sect, is not permissible.

The attack in Kuwait is equally reprehensible. It is a
well-integrated country, its social fabric as strong
and resilient as in any advanced society. Its Shia
population, variously estimated at 15-30 percent, is
well-integrated with the rest, which is Sunni. Sowing
seeds of discord in such a society is cruel, immoral
and dangerous. The state stands by the victims and is
determined to bring the culprits to the book. The
same is true of the Saudi royalty. They are also not
going to allow the criminals to get scot free. We
stand by these governments and extend sympathy to
the families of victims and survivors.

P.S.: At the time of writing this we learn of a similar
IS attack in Egypt. The disease is spreading faster
than we thought. That requires an urgent response to
contain it.

http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Contain_the_epidemic.htm

End of Ramadan-ul-Mubarak
Islam

I By Hajira Khan I

al-Fitr is to be given by everyone (even if they have
not fasted), disregarding their age. For minors it is
to be given by their parents and guardians.
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T

he last of ten days of Ramadan are very special. People do extra Ibadaat during these
days. Iftaar parties are very unusual on these
days!! There are Tahajjud sessions in the Masajid.
People finish the reading of the Holy Quran during
these days.

During the last ten days of Ramadan, Muslims
around the world seek to observe Laylat-ul- Qadr
(The Night of Power). Muslims also get ready for
Eid-ul-Fitr. What makes Laylat-ul-Qadr special is
that it is the night when the Quran was revealed to
Prophet Mohammad (PBUH). This night also has an
entire Surah (chapter) dedicated to it in the Quran.
The surah states Laylat-ul-Qadr is better than 1,000
months, which is 83 years and four months. On this
night, angels descend to earth to register people’s
deeds. Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) said: “Whoever stays up in prayer and remembrance of Allah on
the Night of Qadr, fully believing in Allah’s promise
of reward and hoping to seek reward, he shall be forgiven for his past sins.”

During the last ten days of Ramadan, some men and
women commit to Itikaf (seclusion) in the mosque.
They detach themselves from the materialistic world
and dedicate all their time to get closer to Allah.

In the last ten day people also give the Zakat. They
also give the Zakat-al-Fitr (also called as Fitra),
which is meant to be used to help the needy. Zakat8
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Am I a fool?
Life Lessons

I

I By Shakeel Ahmad I

t had been a hot and humid day, quite unusual for
a day of March. But, when times are bad, even nature brings forth its own version of challenges! I
felt tired after a day spent in taking my normal classes
and answering the abnormal questions of my students,
at my university, and in a series of meetings, many of
them unnecessary. As the sun was preparing to take
rest, and turning pink, as if it was as tired as me, my
mobile rang. “You are late, my dear, the children are
waiting”, my wife’s loving voice at the other end was
full of anticipation. I prayed to the Almighty, for
blessing my family with patience and ability to cope
with life, even without me. I always wondered why
my wife does not get habituated ofevenings spent
alone, even after four years of marriage, and a 2 year
old baby to play with! I reminded her, as usual, “Darling, as I told you this morning, I have a meeting with
my colleagues of the Delhi chapter of Bihar Anjuman.
This is a crucial one, as we need to decide on strategies to select the most deserving beneficiaries for
BANEE scholarship. I would try to come as early as
possible.” She was at least sure what “as early as possible” from me actually meant. Still full of anticipation, her voice was a combination of despair and
sympathy, “Ok dear, but can you hear papa-papa,
from your angel, Aamina? She is already growing impatient.”

I reached Jamia’s mosque just before maghrib. The
wudu proved to be a real refresher for me, and
washed away much of the day’s physical and mental
stresses. Subhanallah! After the prayer, I sat outside
on our usual bench under the mango tree, waiting for
my colleagues to turn up. Six of them were expected
to deliberate with me on the ways and means to make
the exercise of selecting new beneficiaries of BANEE
scholarship, coined as “Delhi 2010”, successful. The
scale of success was not just the selection of the best
possible beneficiaries, but also satisfying the guidelines prescribed by the moderators of the group. Although we were confident we knew the most
deserving beneficiaries already, and there was no
need to waste our time on publicizing the news to
reach all the students of the university, forming a
committee represented by the student community and
the university’s faculty and staff, and so on … But,
the group moderators would not trust the candidates
9
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recommended by us. They insisted that we follow the
process, and select the beneficiaries only after every
student has been informed through notices placed on
all the notice boards. Our colleagues were as reluctant
in going through this lengthy process as me, and were
ready to violate the guidelines.

As the azaan (call for prayer) entered my ears, I realized it was Isha time already, and wondered how
wasteful my wait had been since Maghrib. During this
period, I had made calls to all of my colleagues. Three
of them cited their inability to come, as they would be
busy with other engagements, and asked to be excused for today. So, I was actually waiting for remaining three only, one of whom said he was on his way,
while another onesaid he has just started and would
be reaching shortly. The third one was not taking the
call, at all. First, I thought he must be praying, then I
thought he must have left his mobile on silent, for
maghrib prayer, and then forgot to switch to the normal mode. After an hour of frantic calls, I started worrying about him. Why is he not responding? Is he all
right? God forbid, did he meet with an accident? Is he
in the hospital? Thoughts wandered haywire, and my
stress level kept on rising. Better sense prevailed as I
told myself I must not call him anymore. Whenever
he happens to see all these missed calls, he would definitely call me back. But, the call did not come, nor
did the other two colleagues.
We had decided to pray together, here, in this masjid.
That’s the reason why I was getting more and more
frustrated waiting for my colleagues who were decent

Life Lessons

intellectuals, well known in the society for their
benevolence and concern to promote Islamic values. I
kept wondering if they really deserved those tags!!
I am sure my Isha prayer in the masjid would not
have been accepted, as neither the wudu nor the
prayers could bring me back to normal; my heart and
mind, both, remained on the boil. I remained as upset
as ever. I waited for another fifteen minutes, after
Isha, made my last few attempts at knowing if my
colleagues would turn up at all. When these calls went
unanswered – this time calls to all the three colleagues went blank. I must have made at least four attempts to each of them. In order that I didn’t lose a
chance of connecting with them, I disconnected at
least three of my own calls from home. Finally, I decided to leave, feeling cheated, angry, frustrated, and
hopeless.

As if all of this wasn’t enough, the moderator was on
the line asking for an update on today’s meeting. I
could not take it anymore, and screamed, “Big
brother, I just cannot take it anymore.” I told him how
I had waited for the colleagues, and how they had
cheated me. I continued, “What do these guys think of
me? Do they think I am a fool? Actually, I am. The
time that I could have better spent with my beloved
wife and with my angel daughter, I was forced to
spend waiting for them. What do they think of themselves? How long they can continue to fool me this
way? I cannot take all of this anymore. I have decided
now, I cannot work for this social cause any longer.”
Silence on both sides, for quite a few seconds, was as
annoying as the wait for my colleagues, but I felt a lot
better having vented my feelings. Then the moderator’s voice finally became audible. He first assured
me I could leave all of this any moment I wanted to,
but requested me to give him an ear for the next two
minutes. He recited Surah Fateha, then continued,
“Brother, the other day I experience something similar. My friend had invited me to pray Asr with him in
the new masjid he had got constructed in his locality.
I reached there fifteen minutes before, called him but
he did not respond. Even after the congregational
prayer was over, he did not respond to my calls. I decided to call off my wait, after the congregational
prayer for maghrib was over. I did not feel cheated.
On the contrary, I felt concerned for him, and decided
to visit his home to check if he was fine. I did not feel
cheated because another incident that happened during my university days was still fresh in my mind, and
always will. I used to smoke, and having been
brought up in a hostel of a Christian missionary
school, all my life, did not use to pray at all. Waseem,
a classmate of mine who was associated with Tab10
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ligheeJamaát used to persuade me all the time, and I
felt annoyed. So, one day, I decided to teach him a
lesson. I agreed to go to the masjid, to pray along with
him. Wasted time on my cigarette and gossip, until
the call for Iqamah, then pretended to move towards
the washroom for wudu. As others, in wudu already,
proceeded to pray, I returned to my hostel room.
Waseem soon was in my room, telling me that he had
waited for me, outside of the masjid, thinking I might
have been praying the nawafil. I laughed at him, made
fun of him, giggling my heart out. I told him how
easy it was to make a fool of him, the Tablighee idiots. When I stopped, he asked me,coolly, if I really
thought I made a fool of him.”
The moderator took a deep breath, sighed as if in repentance, then asked me, “Brother, who do you think
was foolish that day?” I immediately responded, “Of
course, you”. He was much quicker this time, “Indeed. Waseem invited me to a good,and he got its ajr
(return)from Allah. I lost an opportunity to do good;
in fact, I relinquished an obligatory act, and deposited
some sin to my account. I cheated my colleagues, and
I made fun of them. Some more sins, I earned. When I
think of the act, I shiver with fear of hellfire, because
I also behaved arrogantly. My arrogance was not only
directed towards my colleague, but towards Allah as
well. What a fool I made of myself?” He paused a little, as if he wanted me to speak, then continued,
“Brother, how was the situation different for you,
today? You invited your colleagues to share the ajr
from the good deeds that all of you had planned to do,
together. If they lost an opportunity, who turned out to
be a fool? They earned some sins also, for their account of akhirah. Pray for their hidayah (blessings of
the right path), and continue on the path of good you
have chosen. Allah has blessed you with this opportunity, think of how you can maximize the benefits
from it for your akhirah, by means of planning and
executing it in the best ways, to fulfill this responsibility, and thank Allah for this excellent opportunity
Allah has blessed you with.”
If he had not stopped speaking, I would have cried
over the phone itself. But fortunately, he sought my
permission to leave. I did cry, and cried a lot, in sajadah (prostration), asking Allah to forgive me for my
unislamic thoughts and immature behavior. Allah proclaims throughout holy Quran that a believer’s faith is
incomplete without good deeds, and those who get
opportunities to do some good for others, and are able
to exploit those opportunities, in a way that could
please the Almighty, must feel blessed, and thank
Allah.
<shakeeluae@gmail.com>

Benefits of Friday
Islam

I By Sameen Ahmed Khan I

The Jumu’ah Salat (Friday prayer) is one of the outstanding symbols of Islam. Allah Almighty has
blessed the Muslims by granting us this day as a day
of congregational prayers.

1. O YOU who have attained to faith! When the
call to prayer is sounded on the day of congregation, hasten to the remembrance of Allah, and leave
all worldly commerce: this is for your own good, if
you but knew it. [Surah Al-Jumu’ah (The Friday),
62:9]

The Friday prayers are distinguished by the deliverance of the Friday Sermon (Khutbah). The Khutbah
pertains to speaking to an audience for the purpose
of convincing them and winning their approval. The
person who delivers the Khutbah is called as Khatib
(speaker). The Khutbah is one of the great symbols
of Islam and an act of worship legislated, ordained
and practiced by Prophet Mohammed (Peace be
Upon Him) and the Rightly Guided Caliphs after
him. Ever since, the Muslim Ummah has kept this
tradition seeking to raise Allah’s remembrance high,
honoring His Symbols and Limits, calling to His
Path and warning against defying His Commandments.

In the very beginning the Khutbah of the Holy
Prophet flourished as they were the best school
preparing the first generation Muslims. The Friday
sermon played an important role in that. It usually
helped calm down disturbances, avert division, restored ca1mness and diverted wars which peop1e
11
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were ready and willing to wage. The Sahaba from
this school dispersed and delivered the message of
Islam across the world. The Prophet tradition of the
Khutbah was carried on by the Rightly Guided
Caliphs.

The tradition of the Khutbah has continued to this
day but there has been a decline, which is of immense concern. The decline is both in the quality of
the Khutbah and also in the lack of attention from
the audience. Both the Khatib and the audience need
to exercise greater responsibility towards the Khutbah. Ideally, any person attending the Friday sermon
in the mosque should depart without gaining benefits
from the Khatib that will enlighten his path with regards to matters of the Hereafter and this life. The
Khatib should recite some Ayah (verses) of the Holy
Quran with meaning and explanation as required.
The Khatib have been entrusted with a big responsibility of to direct and teach Muslims the eternal revelation from Allah. The Khatib should recite some
Ayah (verses) of the Holy Quran with meaning and
explanation as required. The Khatib should be
aware that Allah the Exalted and Most Honored, has
warned against heedlessness regarding remembering
Him and has sternly threatened those who do so:
2. But as for anyone who chooses to remain blind
to the remembrance of the Most Gracious, to him
We assign an [enduring] evil impulse, to become
his other self: whereupon, behold, these [evil impulses] bar all such from the path [of truth], making them think that they are guided aright! [Surah
Al-Zukhruf (Gold Ornaments), 43:36-37]

Islam

The five daily mandatory Salat (prayers) help us to
remember Allah, thank Him and appreciate Him.
Allah has ordained establishing the Jummu’ah (Friday prayer) so that we rush collectively to remember
Allah and, consequently, earn His generous rewards
and mercy through obeying Him. The audience
gathers to listen to Khutbah which advices them to
do the righteous acts and forbid evil. The Friday
congregation enables the audience to get to know
each other and help each other where required. The
Friday strengthens the community in more than one
way. Islam takes special care of the importance of
the day of Jumu’ah

3. Yet [it does happen that] when people become
aware of [an occasion for] worldly gain or a passing delight, they rush headlong towards it, and
leave thee standing [and preaching]. Say: “That
which is with Allah is far better than all passing delight and all gain! And Allah is the best of
providers!” [Surah Al-Jumu’ah (The Friday),
62:11]
It is essential that every Muslim should pay extra attention to the the Jummu’ah and the various acts prescribed for this auspicious day. The acts that the
Muslims are commanded on Friday include:

1. Reciting the Holy
Qur’an; Dhikr (remembering Allah);
making Dua (supplications); and sending
Durood on the Holy
Prophet (PBUH).

2. Muslims should
take a Ghusl (bath);
use Miswak/Siwak (a
tree branch used as
toothbrush) to clean the teeth; wear the best and
cleanest clothes they have; and apply perfume before
departing for the Jumu’ah Salat.

3. It is recommended that one should clip his nails
for Jumu’ah.

4. It is recommended to recite specific Surah (chapters) such as Surah-32 Al-Sajdah (The Prostration)
and Surah-76 Al-Insan (The Man) during the Dawn
prayer of Friday after reciting the Al-Fatihah.
12
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5. It is aJso recommended to go as early as possible
to the mosque for Jumu’ah.

6. Walking to the mosque for Jumu’ah is recommended, as well as being as close to the Khatib as
possible. One is required to listen the Khutbah and
refrain from being busied by anything else.

7. Sitting in Al-Ihtiba position during Jumu’ah is disliked. This is sitting on the hind end with the knees
bent and held together at the stomach by one’s hands
or whatever he is wearing. This position might lead
to one falling asleep while the Khatib is giving the
Khutbah.

8. lt is recommended for those who feel sleepy to
change places in the mosque.

9. Those attending the Jumu’ah should not step over
others (in attempts to draw near the front). This is
forbidden according to some of the scholars and disliked according to others. This last view is due to the
numerous Hadith reported that prohibit this act.

10. lt is not proper for Muslims to attend the Jumu’ah wearing filthy
clothes or having a bad
odor coming from
them.

11. It is not proper for
the Muslim to attend
the prayer after eating
food that causes a bad
odor, such as garlic,
onions, radishes, and so
forth.

12. One should not
come between two people sitting next to each
other, unless there is sufficient space between them
that they did not fill.

13. It is recommended for those who attend the Jumu’ah to pray as much as they can before the Khutbah, until the Imam mounts the Minbar.

14. When the Jumu’ah is called for (i.e., the Adhan
is called) the Muslim is not allowed to busy himself
with anything other than heading towards the
mosque to attend prayer. Therefore, selling and buy-
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ing while headed towards the mosque for Jumu’ah
(after the Adhan is called) is prohibited.

It is a very great injustice that the Khutbah is read
rapidly without understanding as if one is trying to
get rid of a burden. The Khutbah deserves to be read
with a will, devotion and concentration pondering
over its meaning and implications and trying to
grasp its real sense and spirit. The Khutbah must be
delivered with ease and concentration showing no
haste or hurry. The audience must listen to the Khutbah in silence and rapt attention and with sincere devotion, eagerness and in a receptive mood. This
should be followed up with making up of the mind
with all sincerity to act upon the injunctions of Allah
and His Messenger (PBUH) that one has learned
from the Khutbah.

It is very tragic that some Khatib resort to tales of
the dreams and jinns instead utilizing the Islamic resources to convey the word of Allah Almighty (that
is the Quran, Sunnah and Hadith). They even resort
to the poetry and even naat. Dreams, poems and
such tales of the individuals are not the word of
Allah Almighty and we are to refrain from it. May
Allah Almighty Guide us in understanding the significance of the Friday; knowledge and piety to deliver effective Khutbah and the concentration to
benefit from these Khutbah, Amen.

Bibliography:
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Skills

I

How to Ace an Interview 10 Tips for Making a
Great Impression

nterviews can be nerve-wracking; especially
since the advent of the behavioral interviewwhere employers added a whole new level of
question to help determine not only your skill-set,
experience, and goals, but to better understand your
personality and how you handle situations. Still, the
basics for being your best remain much the same.
So, here are our top 10 tips on how to ace that interview:

1. Do your homework. Before you ever set foot
through the door, you should learn as much as you
can about the company you're applying with. Usually, the company's website is a great place to gain
that information, but don't be afraid to ask for company brochures and literature. Asking questions
about the company and
wanting to
learn more
shows the employer that
you're not just
interested in
the position,
but in the
company itself.

2. Be prepared. Know
the name of
the person
you're interviewing with and use it. Take extra
copies of you resume and a list of references. In the
days before the interview, sit down and write down
questions you would like to ask. Think through your
experience and be ready to answer questions and
offer in-depth information. Often the interviewer is
not only looking for how you meet the skill-set, but
assessing your behavioral patterns as well, so be prepared to provide detailed and specific responses.
3. Dress appropriately. The interview dress code rule
14
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of thumb is this: Always dress slightly better than
the corporate dress code and the position you're applying for dictates. So, if your job requires jeans and
t-shirt, interview in pressed trousers and a nice shirt.
You want to look clean, pressed, well-groomed, and
smartly dressed. This doesn't mean it has to be expensive, but it does mean it needs to be clean and of
decent quality. And pay attention to the shoes; a
great suit losses its power if the shoes are worn and
scuffed.

4. Be on time. This doesn't mean show up for your
9AM at 9AM; it means, show up at 8:45. If unsure
of the location, scout it beforehand. If unsure of the
traffic situation, leave extra early. If you end up arriving to soon, don't wait in the lobby, wait in your
car or find a quiet
place to sit and review your notes.

5. Keep a happy
medium. Don't
ramble. Questions
like, "Tell me about
yourself" aren't an
opening for you to
talk about your
childhood. Keep
your responses on
focus; discuss only
that which is relevant to the job and
company you're applying for. At the same time, make sure you say
enough. Be succinct, but don't be too short with information. Talking too little is as bad as talking too
much.

6. Stay true to the message. Your message, in this instance, is "Here is what I have done and what I can
do for you in a way that delivers a strong return in
your investment in hiring me." This doesn't mean
open season to talk about how you are the end-all
and be-all to save the company from itself; no one
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likes a braggart. What it does mean is that you focus
on your strengths, experience, and goals, and how
they fit with the position and company.

7. Avoid talking money or benefits. These discussions are best left for after the job has been offered.
Focusing too much on them gives the impression
that money and perks are all that you're interested in.
Worse, by discussing salary at this phase, you just
give the employer the ammunition they need to
screen you out.

8. Be careful when talking about your current/previous employer. While some may think that criticizing
their past employers shows them as go-getters keen
to move ahead; in truth, all it does is paint you as a
malcontent. So stick to the old adage: "If you can't
say something positive, don't say anything at all."

9. Smile and stay calm. Yes, you're going to be nervous; you know it and they know it. It is how you
handle being nervous that will count. Be aware of
your body language; sit up straight and don't fidget.
Smile when you talk. Look confident, make eye contact, and speak clearly and succinctly. Don't rush
your words and don't interrupt the interviewer.

10. Assume that for everyone you meet, it is Interview Number 1. That means, don't be rude the receptionist, and when the interviewer says, "I'd like you
to meet my boss" assume that the boss has never
seen your credentials. Everything you say and do
whilst in that environment is part of the interview; so
stay on your toes and act the part.

Interviewing is a learned skill, but even those of us
who've been through our share can still make mistakes. Whether new to the job-seeking world or a
veteran; by taking these 10 tips to heart, you are well
on your way to ensuring that the next interview
you're on, you'll make a great impression.
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Rohingyas
Stranded in the
Sea

T

From SADBHAV MISSION PATRIKA

he Rohingya Muslim ethnic minority in
Burma has been called “the most oppressed
people on Earth”. They suffer vicious attacks
and systematic abuse by Burma’s government.The
1.3 million Rohingyas have been denied citizenship
and stripped of all rights. They are forced to live in
Apartheid conditions where they cannot travel, work
or even marry without permission. Over 140,000
people were forced into concentration campsafter
their homes and villages were burnt to the ground in
2012, and remain there today. The government of
Burma denies their very existence, prohibiting the
use of their name. Thousands of Rohingya from
Burma are fleeing under horrendous conditions
and threat of genocide. Now they are floating at sea
trapped in
crowded wooden boats. With food and clean water
running low, their lives are in danger. Governments, including Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, are turning their boats away. Without
immediate action, the Andaman Sea is about to become a mass grave.

The United Nations must demand that asylum
seekers not be forced to die in the open sea because
governments will not allow them to land. Thailand,
Malaysia and Indonesia should immediately begin
search and rescue operations for the Rohingya
and the U.S. should offer its assistance. Burma
should be warned that its treatment of the Rohingya
and their failure to protect them will lead to the
imposition of sanctions by listing them as a
worst offender in the upcoming State Department's annual Trafficking in Persons report.

Khudayi Khidmatgar organized a march from Rajghat to Baudha Stoop in Delhi to draw attention
of the people and the State on this issue.

IS OUR SCHOOL NOT A
SCHOOL?
Issue

B

I By Jyoti Punwani I

y failing to recognise madarsas as legitimate
centres for education, the govt is stifling the
community's growth.

Faizan Ahmed Nadwi wanted to be a maulvi, but he
abandoned that notion because he needed to be selfsufficient. He found a job as an Arabic translator in a
software company owned by Hindus.

Addressed as "Faizan Bhai" by everyone at work,
How the state is undermining an institution vital to
the 30-year-old does his daily namaz (he works
the city's Muslims
longer hours to make up for it) in the company's
premises; wears kurta-pyjama-topi on the two "caDanish Reyaz runs Maeeshat, a website devoted to
sual wear" days when his colleagues wear jeans, and
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Danish is a faazil equivalent to a Master
of Arts - from Jamiatul
Falah, a madarsa in
eastern Uttar Pradesh's
Azamgarh district,
where he studied
Shakespeare, comparative religion (learning
shlokas from the Rig
Veda) and evolution, in
addition to Islamic
studies. Danish saw to
it that his sister became
a faazil too, much
against the wishes of
his mother, who did not
want her to study.

"The learning process
that a madarsa puts you
through equips you to
grasp anything," says
Faizan. "The only obstacle is English. But the
standard of English
taught in my madarsa, the
Dar ul Uloom Nadwatul
Ulema in Lucknow, was
good enough for me to be
able to master the software needed in my company."
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such institutions. The Sachar Committee, appointed
by the UPA government in 2005 to study the social,
economic and educational state of Muslims in India,
reported in 2006 that 4 per cent of children from the
community study in madarsas.

"Why this 4 per cent?" is a question being asked
throughout the community. "We have millions of
destitute children and child labourers. Why doesn't
the government educate them?" asks advocate Yusuf
Muchhala. "Why is it hell bent upon going after this
4 per cent who study in institutions protected by the
Constitution, a protection recognised by the Supreme
Court?"

And if it really wants to help madarsa students, says
Reyaz,
why
doesn't it
employ
them? It
might be
surprised
by their
skills.

Their
knowledge of
Arabic,
for instance,
has created a
demand
for them not just in Gulf state embassies, but also in
Google India. Their familiarity with English, either
taught in their madarsa, or learnt outside, helps them
land jobs in English journalism - before he launched
his company, Reyaz worked at the newspaper Sunday Indian.

"The English we learnt at Jamiatul Falah was better
than that taught in government schools," says Mumbra businessman Adham Ali. "And our students have
always fared well in board exams. Apart from Muslim universities, they've been admitted into Jawaharlal Nehru University and Mumbai University, and
some even teach there."
It is perhaps incumbent on the Maharashtra government to determine what is taught at a madarsa.
17
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While historical institutions such as Dar ul uloom
Deoband and Nadwa teach all that a school does
(and more) in addition to religious studies, the smallest one in a village or slum teaches the Quran. "This
ensures literacy among the poor while also safeguarding the survival of Urdu," says Feroze Ashraf,
who runs free coaching classes for underprivileged
children in Jogeshwari.

Bigger madarsas teach not just the Quran and the
Hadees, but also Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Islamic law,
inheritance, philosophy and eloquence. "Our curriculum is already so vast, it's difficult to include other
subjects," says Maulana Syed Ather Ali, who runs
the Daru ul uloom Mohammediya in Mumbai. "Despite that, I've introduced computers, English, Hindi
and
Marathi."

In Maharashtra,
Akkalkuwa
and Malegaon have
large
madarsas,
while in
nearby
Mumbra,
the Jamiyah
Islamiyyah,
started 25
years ago
by Dr
Abdul
Hakim
Madani, teaches mathematics, science, English,
Hindi and Marathi. It has 1,100 boys and girls on its
rolls. "I wanted to equip my students with all that
was necessary for them to study further or do well
anywhere, so I included the national language as
well as the state language," says Dr Madani, a PhD
from Madina University and a Nadwa alumnus. "My
madarsa's magazine has sections in all these languages, as well as in Arabic and Urdu. Yet the government does not recognise the degrees given by
madarsas. Now they don't even recognise them as
schools. Did they conduct a survey of madarsas before coming to this conclusion?''

State Minority Affairs Minister Eknath Khadse is
strenuous in his denial that the government intends
to downgrade the status of the madarsa. "There is no
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question of derecognition. We only said that the students [taught only religious subjects] are not recognised and that they must be brought into the
mainstream," he explains.

Khadse is also categorical that the exercise of cataloguing all out-of-school children in the state is unalloyed in its secular intent. "The government is not
aware of what is taught in a madarsa and we do not
want to know as we don't want to interfere in their
religious matters. We will not inquire into that," he
says.

When we ask whether surveyors who were sent out
on Saturday to catalogue students who were deemed
out-of-school were instructed to mark kids from
madarsas as students who belonged to that category
even if their madarsas taught subjects such as English, mathematics and science, Principal Secretary,
Education, Nand Kumar replies: "There were no instructions given. They will not be marked as out-ofschool students." But our reporters found this to be
not entirely true. For instance, Mohammed Asif
Khan, 10 and Abdullah Ibn Zubair, 11, both of
whom live in Chembur, were marked out-ofschool
even though they were taught science and mathematics in their madarsa during the state-wide survey (see
Page 6 for accompanying story on the survey).

Other than serving an instructional purpose, the
madarsa plays the role of an adhesive, binding the
community to the religion and its teachings.
"Madarsas fulfil a need of the community," says
Ashraf. "The Quran is part of our lives from birth to
death; we need maulvis and qazis to conduct our religious affairs. At the same time, basic madarsa education enables the poor to get jobs as imams,
muezzins and ustads in masjids."

It is the community that contributes to the running of
madarsas, through donations that can be as little as
Rs 50 a month. "This is the community's way of
looking after its poorest children, who are not just
educated, but also housed, fed and clothed free of
charge in madarsas,'' says Ashraf.
In contrast, asks Ashraf, what the government's has
done to educate Muslim children? "We didn't get
anything from the government," says Maulana Mohammad Shoaib Koti, a scholar from Dar ul uloom
Deoband, "so we aren't likely to be harmed by it derecognising us - unless the government wants to
force us to withdraw our kids from madarsas. Where
18
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will these children go? This is the BJP's way of
pleasing its Hindutva supporters and pushing us into
a corner."

In Mumbai's 92-93 riots, the Dar ul Uloom Imdadiya
on Mohammed Ali Road was the scene of a police
raid headed by former Police Commissioner RD
Tyagi, documented in the Justice BN Srikrishna
Commission of Inquiry Report into the riots. The
one question posed by Tyagi's commandos at the students and teachers was: "Where have you hidden
your arms? You people live off India and sing of
Pakistan." Teachers at the madarsa were assaulted;
among the eight shot dead in that raid, was a teacher
who died pleading for water.

The Congress was in power. Today, it is the BJP,
whose spokesmen, Mukthar Abbas Naqvi and Sakshi
Maharaj, have linked madarsas to extremism and terrorism.

"For us, religious teaching is very important. Without madarsas, this tradition will die, as it has among
Hindus, who seem not to care that their children
learning about their religion,'' says Maulana Arif Masood Qasmi, who studied at Deoband. "And with
them, will also die the inculcation of moral values
which regular schools ignore."

Adds fellow alumnus, Maulana Samiullah Qasmi,
who lives in a rented flat in Malwani: "Every time I
talk about moving, my Hindu landlord forbids me
from doing so. He says he won't get a tenant like me.
In Deoband, and indeed in all madarsas, we learn to
be of service to our country and our community. We
learn about the sacrifices of ulemas in the Independence movement and are taught to see ourselves as
part of that tradition.''
http://www.mumbaimirror.com/mumbai/coverstory/Is-our-school-not-aschool/articleshow/47941864.cms

Life in small towns of underdeveloped Bihar was my inspiration
Inspiration

Life in small towns of underdeveloped Bihar was my
inspiration, Bihar's first Muslim woman IPS talks to
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When the results were announced on 4th July and
she saw her name in the list, she first couldn’t believe it.

I By MumtazAlam I

GhunchaSanobar got rank 424 in Civil Services exam 2014.

By MumtazAlam, IndiaTomorrow.net,
New Delhi, 07 July 2015: It is not common that you come from an empowered family and yet you feel
the pain of life in a small village and small town of an underprivileged state like Bihar. But living with
her father (an officer of Indian Police Service (IPS) who retired as Director General of Police) and other
family members, GhunchaSanobar, second in her three female siblings, has been moving through the
state and seen the life in the backwaters of the country from ³FORVH TXDUWHUV´
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“Living with my father I could see from closer quarters the life in the small towns and small villages in
the country especially Bihar which is underdeveloped – it has in fact all sorts of deprivation. So inspiration came from there,” says Sanobar who was
ranked 424 in the list of 1236 successful candidates
of civil services examination (whose result was declared (on this 4th July).

When the results were announced on 4th July and she saw her name in the list, she first FRXOGQ¶W believe it.

She opted for civil services after doing B.E. (Bachelor of Engineering (electronics).

Her first preference was Indian Administrative Service but with this rank, she has got her second choice
– Indian Police Service. And Sanobar, 24, will be the
first Muslim woman to become IPS officer in Bihar.
Her father Anwar Hussain retired as DGP, Bihar and
lives in Patna.
You come from an empowered family. Your father
was an IPS officer who retired as Director General
of Police, Bihar. Don’t you think your success was
set for you?
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“I will not say that. Only thing which my father’s job
helped me to get was to have a closer view of how
life is for people who don’t have as much as you and
I have. Living with my father I could see from closer
quarters the life is in the small towns,” says she.
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“I could not believe it. It was really great that my
name was there. It was very nice to see that.”

Had you dreamt to become a police officer one day?
“No, my first choice was IAS and second choice was
IPS. With this rank (424) I will get my second preference. But I am again writing for the civil services
examination this year to improve my rank,” said
Sanobar whose elder sister Khushboo Yasmin is a
doctor and younger sister ZebaParween is a medical
student.

Sanobar laughs out loudly when said that a Muslim
woman becoming IPS officer looks an out-of-thebox idea when a good number of Muslim families do
not send their girls to schools.

She got coaching for General Studies at Vajiram
study centre in Delhi. Geography was her optional
subject.

Her message to Muslim girls:

Nothing is impossible, we must
dream big. We should help ourselves, instead of waiting for
somebody to come and help us.
We should have determination to
help ourselves. There are lots of
opportunities. We can do our
best to get them. Sky is limit.

On Cognitive Empowerment
Issue

“Coming to understand a painting or a symphony
in an unfamiliar style, to recognize the work of an
artist or school, to see or hear in new ways, is as
cognitive an achievement as learning to read or
write or add.” Nelson Goodman

T

he Muslim Indian community is today
plagued with various maladies, including
poverty, illiteracy, ignorance, and political insecurity. Perhaps M. A. Jinnah had foreseen and
prophesied this state of the Muslim Indian community, and had vehemently
demanded the partition of
the Indian Subcontinent.
Jinnah may or may not
have been justified in his
demand for a separate
state; however, Partition
has in no way solved
these problems; neither in
India nor in Pakistan. At
the same time, it is cognitively absurd at this juncture to divulge, introspect,
and resent on a historical
rhetoric beyond our control. Today, our mental
cerebration almost always
stops us from extricating
the effect of Partition and
its emotional implications
on the sorry state we cut
today. Why is any thought
of the future so hauntingly dismayed by the
past? Why cannot our
thought process be alienated from this rhetoric impediment? The primary
reason is that we acutely lack cognitive empowerment; and love to mix emotions and thinking [aka
mixing drinking and driving??].

Cognitive empowerment might be a heavy and
loaded term for many; however, it needs a high level
of consideration. Before we define it, let’s talk about
the different types of learning and thought processes.
Benjamin Bloom, a noted scientist in the field of
learning psychology, has laid down three domains of
learning in the taxonomy that he has developed:
20
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• Cognitive: Deals with intellectual learning
abilities
• Affective: Deals with emotions and behav
ioral skills
• Psychomotor: Deals with physical move
ments, coordination, and use of motor skills

Note that the learning we are talking about here is
not related to appearing and passing an exam; rather
extending to acquiring the skills to visualize, think,
perceive, deduce, interpret, and act cogently in a
given situation. All these three domains of learning
play a major role in developing the cognitive thinking and
decision making skills of an
individual. For example, how
we react to an adverse situation, say confronted with a
person abusing, which reflects
a combination of emotional
outburst, combined with an intellectual action requiring
physical movement. The reaction could be highly emotional, by replying in the same
language or slapping the
abuser; wherein the affective
domain dominates the decision
making ability, combined with
psychomotor skills. In very
rare cases, the reaction might
include ignoring the person
with the thought that he/she
has done some wrong to himself/herself, not to me – and
contemplating to avoid a similar situation in future. If we
gain the ability to ascertain the
requisite levels of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor involvements and control our thought
process and actions accordingly, that is when I
would define as having attained cognitive empowerment; which is evidently promoted by Islam as well.

The irony with the Muslim Indian community today
is that we precariously allow the affective domain to
dominate in our thought process and decision making skills. This has a direct bearing of the environment that we are generally exposed to. Err; please
allow me to call it ghetto, not environment!! We
have been brought up in a ghetto that constantly re-

Issue

minds us that learning starts and ends with literacy –
the ability to read and write. Unfortunately, learning
starts much beyond simple literacy. Unfortunate in
its sense because the intellectuals and frontrunners of
the Community have never delved in this surprising
verity – and we are often too happy and content with
our efforts towards making the Community literate;
maybe with a few degrees and certificates – nothing
beyond that.

Sadbhav Activist Najma
Haider Leaves a Void

S

From Sadbhav Mission Patrika

adbhav Mission has lost one of its pillars Mrs. Najma Haider in the early hours
It is this ghetto that compels us to argue for reservaof June 27, 2015. She wasa prominent life
tions and other leverages; perceiving them as means member of the mission and a prime mover,
to an end. Unfortunately again, these are ends in
along with her husband Shri Ghulam Haider, of
themselves, barriers that prevent us from moving
Sadbhav activities in Delhi. She had an intestine
any further. What we do with reservations and simiproblem that could be detected only on the last
lar leverages is elevate ourselves on the same platday. When surgery was performed it was too late.
form of abjection and wretchedness; when we should She was 70.
have actually thought of moving forward, not staying at the present location on an elevated platform. It
She was born on December 10, 1944 in Jauli,
is this ghetto that surreptitiously tempts us towards
Muzaffarnagar, UP. Her illustrious father Shri
the coziness and security of being enclosed within a
S. Dilavar Raza sent her to St. Johns School,
self-defined boundary of progress; bravely negating
Thana (Bombay). In 1963 she got married and
the external veracity. We are belittled by the same
moved to Delhi. She advanced her education
ghetto to view engineering, medicine; maybe management and mass communication these days, as the and taught in Dev Samaj High School and
conviction to success, while pompously ignoring any Model Islamic school. Afterwards she started
Tiny Toddler Nursery with great love for children.
other unconventional but promising career.
She brought up her own children Raza,
Taslima, Zia and Sameera in such a way that
Cognitive empowerment can be developed with a
they, despite havingoutstanding professional casincere will combined with the ability to retrospect
reers along with their spouses, Mrs. Sarbat ara, Mr.
and question. Questioning leads to arguments, deQamar Hahdi Zaidi, Mrs. Farah and Mr. ahmad are
bates, and inductive and deductive reasoning. It has
true bearers of Gandhi, Nahru, Azad legacy.
also been encouraged in our religion. The glorious
Islamic history is witness to the birth, development,
and implementation of this cognitive empowerment
Mrs. Najma Haider had deep concern for peoand reasoning; which might have obligated Allama
ple in distress. Sabih fatma and her three young
Iqbal to proclaim that “the birth of Islam is the birth
siblings received her full patronage, when they
of inductive reasoning; an intellectual revolt against
lost their mother in an accident from a stove at an
the speculative philosophy of the Greeks”. However, young age, until they got settled. So was the
we have perhaps misplaced it somewhere. We need
patronage given to three rickshaw puller brothto search and reconstruct this intellectual revolt
ers Atul, Subodh and Jagsa from Calcutta.
against the contemporary, and recognize, see, hear,
and induce the reality in new ways. Let’s make this
In the aftermath of December 6, 1992, when
effort to understand a painting and a symphony defear and apprehension gripped Delhi, she carried
tached from our conventional thought process. It
door to door campaigns and street marches to
would mark a renaissance to break open our ghetto
uplift human spirit. She was one of the chief
thought process and regain our lost cognitive emactivists of Okhla mibilization group that did compowerment – not seemingly similar to gaining our
lost glory, as per some think tanks. Till then, we have mendable work to promote harmony. It is a matter
of deep sorrow that we have lost her when we
miles to go before we sleep…
needed her most to counter the rising tide of sectarianism.
----21
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THE QUALITIES OF
OOL-UL-AMR
Islam

1

. Quran has used the term ool-ul-amr for all
those who are part of an Islamic Political System, whether they are the representatives of the
Muslims in the parliament or their administrators.
They are eligible for this position if they have the
following quality in them, as the Quran specifies:
“When they come across a matter of peace or danger, they make it known to everyone. And if they referred it to the Prophet and the ool-ul-amr, then
those among them who had the ability of istimbaat
would have soundly understood the matter.” (4:83)

From the above verse, it is clear that they should
have the ability of istimbaat.
In Arabic istimbaat means to `grasp the truth of a
matter’. The ool-ul-amr must necessarily possess
this ability so that they can delve into matters pertaining to religion and state and be in a position to
form an opinion by analyzing them.

2. They should also be distinguished in the society as
regards their character and integrity. To quote the
Quran:
“The most honoured of you in the sight of God is the
most pious among you.” (49:13)

It is clear from this verse that the believers also
should only regard the pious and abstemious among
them as eligible to such a position. The Prophet
(pbuh) has explained this fact in the following
words:

“When people having the best character are your
rulers and your rich are generous and your system is
based on consultation, the surface of the earth is better for you than its core and when people having the
worst character are your rulers and your rich are
stingy and your affairs are entrusted to women the
core of the earth is better for you than its surface.”
(Tirmazee, Abwaab-ul-Fitan)

3. It should be taken into consideration while electing a Muslim Ruler as well as other representatives
that they do not have greed for an office in the gov22
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ernment. The Prophet (pbuh) has unequivocally declared such people as ineligible. Abu Musa reports:

“I [myself] and two people from my banee `am came
to the Prophet (pbuh); one of these two said: O
Prophet of Allah grant us an office from the political
authority which God has granted you. So said the
other person also. The Prophet replied: By God we
shall not grant any person office in this system who
asks for it and has greed for it.” (Muslim, Kitaab-ulImaarah)
The above tradition has been reported in another
way as well:

“The Prophet replied: in our consideration, the most
dishonest among you is the one who asks for an office. After hearing this Abu Musa apologized to the
Prophet and said: I did not know why they had
come. Abu Musa says that the Prophet did not entrust either of them with any responsibility until his
death.” (Abu Daud, Kitaab-ul-Khiraaj-walImaarah)

The Prophet (pbuh) has also stated the reason for this
decision. He told HadhratAbdurRehman Bin Samrah:

“Abdur Rahman! Do not seek a post. If it is granted
to you because of your desire your shall [find yourself] handed over to it and if it is granted to you
without your desire, the Almighty shall help you.”
(Muslim, Kitaab-ul-Imaarah)

This condition shall also be kept in consideration for
election in the Majlis-i-Shooraa (parliament). Therefore, it cannot be tolerated in an Islamic State that
people should come forward and present their
names, go about proclaiming their qualities and services in streets and employ other means, which are
now considered an essential part of this show, to allure the public. In Islamic ethics this shameless attitude is not permissible at all.

4. The Quran specifies certain other qualities as well
for a person who is elected from theseool-ul-amr as

Islam

the Ameer (head of the state) of an Islamic State: He
should have a commanding and an awe-inspiring
personality and should be the most distinguished
among them as regards integrity, wisdom and intellect. These qualities have, therefore, been cited by
the Quran as the real reason behind the nomination
of Taaloot (Saul) for the supreme leadership of the
Banee Israel:
“Indeed Allah has chosen him to rule over you and
has gifted him abundantly with wisdom and
physique.” (2:247)

It is evident from this that such elements are not suitable to head an Islamic State who lack intellect, wisdom and masculine attributes, who instead of being
venturesome and enterprising are passive and receptive by nature, and who instead of influencing others
are more liable to be influenced*.

The reason for this is that the ruler of an Islamic
State is not only one who heads them, he also leads
the believers in Prayers, Haj and Jihaad. Moreover,
he is an example, a model a guide and a father to his
nation. He is the voice of its conscience, a representatives of its ideology, a symbol of its collective
awareness–someone whom its sense of honour is
personified. It is vital, therefore, that he be someone
who instead of delicacy has the ability to take the
initiative and who instead of resignation and tenderness possess stoutness and tenacity. Whether he be
addressing the shoora, the Juma congregation or his
soldiers in a battle, it is his authoritative yet majestic,
dominating yet gracious and awe-inspiring yet
benevolent personality which commands the love
and respect of all. It is this towering stature of a
Muslim ruler because of which the feeble feel secure, the old feel revitalized and the young are inspired to daring deeds.

From the above qualities of the ool-ul-amr, it is clear
that an Islamic Political System by nature is an aristocracy which is based on the piety, wisdom and political acumen of the personnel which constitute it.
Therefore, it is necessary that a person who is devoid
of these abilities should not become a part of it.

NORMS FOR LEADERSHIP

After assuming an office in the government the
Prophet (pbuh) has decreed that all the officials of
the government must necessarily follow three principles:
23
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Firstly, the head of an Islamic State and his administrators shall have the same standard of living as that
of a common citizen.

Secondly, there doors shall always remain open to
hear the grievances and problems of the general public.

Thirdly, the Friday prayers must be led by the head
of the state in the federal capital and by his administrators in other cities.

These principles are based in established historical
facts. During the Prophet’s time and the period of the
Rightly Guided Caliphs these principles were
strongly adhered to. Today also, they must necessarily be followed by our leaders and administrators.
It is because of these norms of leadership that, in the
words of the Prophet Jesus, an Islamic State is called
the `Kingdom of God’ and whenever it is established
on earth, people receive the blessings of the
Almighty from the heavens above and the earth
below.

News

RAHBAR Coaching Centres Continue to Produce Far
Better Results than Most Commercial Coaching Centres for Matric exam:

T

otal of 291 students (last year, 257) could make it
this year, in the matric (10th Bihar and Jharkhand
board exams) from the 17 centres that remained
active during current academic year, alhamdolillah. Unfortunately, 15 students out of a total of 291 could not
make it. Most of these are students who studied in the
RCCs for less than 9 months during the current year. The
students who have consistently been with the RCCs
from 8th grade (in the centres which started more than 2
years before) have done excellently well, thus making a
case for “catching them young”.

students scraped through with a third division. The passing rate of all RCCs combined is 94.8%, better than last
year’s 93%, and continues to be far better than most of
the commercial coaching centres that we surveyed. The
level of students who join the RCCs has always been
very low, because they come only from the government
schools (as a policy of RCCs) wherein teaching hardly
takes place. Unless these poor students,with no access to
quality education, are coached with a noble objective to
help them cross the threshold of 10th board, the percentage in higher studies cannot be increased.

Nine (9) RCCs produced 100% pass results – bettering
A whopping jump in performance was witnessed by
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What is 'Togetherness' in a
Marriage life?
Islam

W

hen Adam, peace be upon him, was created he was alone. Allah did not give him
a video game to play and pass his time
with. Allah did not give him friends to have fun, play
football and wander around in Jannah. Right? He
gave him a wife. This itself is enough to show the
importance of a spouse in our life.

When Adam's wife committed an error and Adam
to followed it and then realised their mistake he did
not blame is wife not did he divorce her. Right?
Rather, Adam learnt words of repentance from Allah
and then both of them repented together.

The Prophet, (peace be upon him) took his wife
along during his journeys even when he went to the
battle.

This is 'togetherness of a couple' that the Qur'an
calls it 'Hunnalibasalakumwaantumlibasu la hunna’.
They are your garments and you are their garments.
Don't ever think that a marriage without fight can
exist. Allah has so many varieties in his treasure that
no two person's finger print match, not even eyes.
The same is with nature, habits and style. They have
uncountable variety. Yet we search for similarities.
"Our thoughts don't match" are common dialogues
we hear from many couples who are unhappy with
each other. Many proposals are rejected on the basis
of "our ideas don't match".

A man like Umar bin Al Khattab(r.a.) tolerated the
shouts of his wife. A complainer who approached
him to complain about his own wife heard loud
voice of AmeerulMo'mineen's wife, so he went back.

Looking for an ideal spouse is certainly not like
looking for a gold coin in the dark with the help of a
torch. Rather it is picking up from what is available
and be content with her/ him. Well I don’t mean that
you may even marry an 'ultra unIslamic' person. If
you marry a person who is spiritually inclined towards deen and still raw then it can be like a raw
gold and you may polish it to increase its value. I
know couples who were not too Islamic in their
early marriage life but later on both of them learnt
25
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and grew together in Islam. My friend Faisal Akhunzada is a very fine example. The husband and his famous model wife walked out of stinking glamour
world together and today they are still together
learning deen..Mashallah.
So keep your eyes open and also your heart broad
and over look the weakness of your life partner because after all you have to stay together in Jannahto..for ever...

Sa'ad bin Ubadah was a sahabi..hisgheerah was unmatched... If any of his wife sat on his horse he
would never sell this horse. If any of his wife sat on
a camel he would make sure that he would slaughter
his camel. He was a man of gheerah.He would not
tolerate any one to sit on the horse or camel on
which his wife sat. His gheerah was admired. People
honoured his gheerah so much that if he divorced
any of his wives, no sahabi would marry that lady.
RadiAllahuanhu ..Allah be pleased with him.

What is the Significance of the Qiblah?
Q&A

What is the Significance of the Qiblah?

Question and answer details
Name of Questioner:
Reply date:

Mark
2014/06/12
Why do you Muslims face the qiblah while praying?
Question:
What is the significance of that? Why is the Kabah
appointed as the qiblah?
consultant:
Ahmad Saad
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Q&A

When it comes to Prayer, we are commanded to face
the place that received the first words of the Quran
and witnessed the connection between the heavens
and the earth, the place that witnessed the early days
of Islam and the emergence of this great religion.

But why the Kabah? That is another important point
to speak about here. Muslims do not face Madinah
where lies the grave of the Prophet (peace be upon
him) simply because we do not worship the Prophet.
Muslims are not grave worshippers.

Muslims face the Kabah because it is the first holy
house ever built for mankind, established by Adam
and raised by Abraham. So they connect themselves
with these great prophets (peace be upon them all)
and renew this lineage that extends from Adam to
Muhammad.

We confirm
by this the
fact that
Islam is the
true religion
of God that
has been revealed to all
prophets and
messengers
everywhere
and has
been finalized by
Muhammad.
The start
was with
Adam at the
Kabah and
the end was
with Muhammad also at the Kabah.

In between these two great prophets, there was another great prophet; that is Abraham, the father of
the Abrahamic faiths who raised the building of the
Kabah following the instruction of God.

Our facing the Kabah in prayer is another token of
love to this great prophet and confirmation of our
link with other Abrahamic faiths through our link to
Abraham himself.

The fact that the Holy Mosque in Makkah is the first
mosque ever built for mankind and the first place of
27
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worship is confirmed by the Quran as Almighty
Allah says what means:

{Most surely the first house appointed for men is the
one at Bakkah, blessed and a guidance for the nations.} (Aal `Imran 3:96)

Of course, the word 'Bakkah' here is another name of
the Holy City of Makkah. The verses of the Quran
also confirm the link with Abraham as it goes:

{In it are clear signs, the standing place of Ibrahim,
and whoever enters it shall be secure, and pilgrimage
to the House is incumbent upon men for the sake of
Allah, (upon) every one who is able to undertake the
journey to it; and whoever disbelieves, then surely
Allah is Self-sufficient, above any need of the
worlds.} (Aal
`Imran 3:97)
Honoring the
Kabah is not
something invented by
Islam. It has
been a very
old tradition in
Arabia where
Arabs inherited from their
forefathers
who go back
to Prophet Ishmael and his
father prophet
Abraham that
love and respect for that
holy place.

Muslims are reviving this great tradition as required
by God to confirm this long chain of Prophets and
this link between the heaven and the earth.

I hope this answers your question. Please keep in
touch.
Salam.

http://www.onislam.net/english/ask-aboutislam/faith-and-worship/aspects-of-worship/167670the-significance-of-the-qiblah.html

Yoga is ok, yoga-politics is not
Opinion

I By Dr Mohammad ManzoorAlam I

On its own, yoga is like other systems of exercise
that promote physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. Despite its origins in a Hindu religio-cultural
milieu, its widely acknowledged “founder”, Patanjli,
was said to be an agnostic. Even then, practices like
Surya Namaskar (literally, bowing to the Sun), that
makes it look like Sun worship, and emitting the
Hindu sacred word Om during breathing exercises
make it belong to the vast body of Hindu religiospiritual ritual.

However, there is more to
RSS-BJP’s exuberant support
of Yoga Day celebrations as
has been pointed out by opposition parties’ leaders. They
have alleged that behind the
Yoga Day celebrations the
Sangh was trying to mobilise
and indoctrinate people in a
jingoistic way against nonHindus. Political leaders and
media commentators have
drawn attention to provocations like those the BJP MP
Adityanath, an uncouth oaf
with a foot-in-the-mouth affliction, likes to make against
Muslims. This man declared
recently in a grand, magisterial
way, “Those who refuse to do
Surya Namaskar must go to
Pakistan.”

Certainly, it is a remark against Muslims, who cannot, should not, will not, engage in Sun worship or
snake worship, or any other worship, except the worship of Allah. It is in moments like this that the ulterior agenda of all things emanating from the Sangh
entail becomes clear. They try to infuse even an innocent thing like yoga with a mischievous spirit. As
I said, on its own, nobody has an objection to yogic
exercises if things like Surya Namaskar and chanting
of Om are not imposed on monotheists.

In fact, there are many Muslims who do yogic exercises regularly without, of course, resorting to Surya
Namaskar andOm chanting. The Subcontinent’s pre28
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mier Islamic seminary, DarulUloomDeoband, has
said that for Muslims yoga is good enough, minus
practices like Surya Namaskar and Om chanting.
This stands to reason even though yoga’s genesis lies
in ancient Hindu milieu. Exchange of good ideas between Islam and other cultures is an established
norm as indicated practically by the United Arab
Emirates, which has marked two days for Yoga Day
celebrations, instead of one day by any other country, including India, the home of yoga.

That Islam does not frown at
such exchanges is obvious
from the widespread use of
prayer beads (also known as
worry beads) by the devout
across the Muslim world,
even though the beads originated in Buddhist ritual.
Likewise, the fast on Ashura
came into Islam after centuries of its observance in
Judaism. The Prophet
(PBUH) introduced it to
Islam saying Moses (PBUH)
belonged to Muslims more
than he did to Jews.

As it stands, cultural exchanges are fine with Muslims, but politicisation of
such things is not. Going beyond all limits of legitimacy
and decency, the Sangh has
tried to drag the Vice-President of India into controversy. BJP general secretary
Ram Madhav tweeted that Vice-President Mohammad Hamid Ansari’s “absence” from the yoga session was noted. Obviously, it was a slur on the
Vice-President, with the sly implication that he had
kept himself away from it because he was a Muslim.
Naturally, this was noted by leaders of non-NDA
parties. Congress leader Jairam Ramesh said, “Communal polarisation is the only thing that Modi, Amit
Shah and Ram Madhav know…Whatever the BJP
and the PM do is aimed at communal polarisation.”

He added, “This obnoxious tweet by Ram Madhav,
knowing fully well the constitutional position of the
Vice-President, is a deliberate and mischievous at-

Opinion

tempt at polarisation and at giving yoga a communal
flavour.”

Soon the Vice-President’s office clarified that the
ministry dealing with the event had not invited the
Vice-President in the first place. Minister of State for
AYUSH, ShripadNaik, whose ministry was looking
after the Rajpath yoga event, apologised for the
tweet. He also explained, as the PM was the chief
guest at the event the Vice-President was not invited
because his constitutional position being superior to
the PM’s, the PM cannot be the chief guest in his
presence.

This shows not only the constant slander campaign
against the Vice-President, but also an attack on the
dignity of the second highest of constitutional office
in the country. And, this is not for the first time they
have targeted Vice-President Ansari.

Earlier, on the eve of Republic Day, they spread the
rumour that Mr Ansari had not saluted the national
flag. That, too, was an attempt to show that as a
Muslim his loyalty to the nation was suspect. In that
case, too, the VP office explained that the protocol
required that he should not salute the flag while the
President was doing it.

Recurring attacks on the VP like this indicate that it
is not the significance of Republic Day or the value
of yoga that is on BJP leaders’ minds, but some ulterior agenda as Jairam Ramesh has pointed out.

A

http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Yoga_is_ok.htm

Unequal justice

democracy is known by its fair play to all its
citizens and equality before law. Sadly, it
has become a pattern in India that some go
scot free and others are heavily punished for committing the same crime. The judiciary, helped by
government, has gone soft in cases involving the rich
and the resourceful and hard in those involving the
poor, the resourceless, the minorities.
The revelation by former Special Public Prosecutor
RohiniSalian, assigned the 2008 Malegaon blasts,
said that right after the NDA came into power, she
began to be pressurised to go soft on the Hindutva
activists charged with these attacks. Unable to meet
the government’s demand, she has resigned. She has
said an NIA (National Investigation Agency) official
29
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had personally met her with the demand.

Families of victims (all Muslims) have said they
were not surprised to know about Salian’s disclosure. The state was not interested in delivering justice right from the beginning as all the accused were
well-known people connected to RSS and allied violent, Hindu right-wing organisations. In this case the
late HemantKarkare, then chief of Maharashtra AntiTerror Squad (ATS), had found the involvement of
retired and serving officers of the Indian Army as
well.

After the takeover of Modi government victims and
their families were apprehensive that more aggressive attempts would be made to derail the case. Congress leader Digvijay Singh has said that during UPA
rule the Sangh and its political arm, BJP, had been
trying to put pressure on Manmohan Singh to help
soften the case against the Hindutva votaries charged
with this crime. BJP’s top leaders had tried to bully
the UPA government before they came down to polite arguments.

To say the least, it is not the sign of a democracy’s
health when the justice delivery system is sought to
be undermined by powerful people. Following similar tampering with cases in Gujarat courts against
perpetrators of the anti-Muslim pogrom of 2002, the
Supreme Court had fruitfully and laudably transferred some of the cases to courts outside the state. It
immensely helped the cause of justice.

The attempts to derail justice this time are more ominous and difficult to deal with. Such insidious and
mala fide acts by government agencies are systemic
and deeply entrenched in power, beyond the capability of weak and vulnerable victims to rectify. Only
institutional checks and larger public movements can
effectively stop them. Nothing of that sort, regrettably, is in sight at the moment.

All that we have is the hope that good sense will prevail in the government and it will refrain from sinking further in the morass of corruption and cronyism
in which it has got caught so early in its tenure. The
NDA government stands charged with the same sins
within a year of its rule which took nearly eight
years to catch the UPA. The government will do well
to avoid such controversies and let justice prevail for
the good of the country and for its own good.

http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Unequal_justice.htm
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Ĩ ٳǏ 㦆Ĩ㈉Ĩėþ⇤þìĨ̵
 ٱ⣇ìĨㅎĨ㦘ⰨĨ╌ĨıäĨĨࡘĨ㈉Ĩ䗂⸗
Ĩ
ǖ
䜫Ĩ˄ٱ䜫Ĩ䔙ၱĨⵇĨçì⣉Ĩ❅äĨ䜱Ĩ䤈↸Ĩîþä
ǖ
ǖ
Ĩ䕉ǌ˄ ٱӒĨ
 ٳĚîٱʦĨǏ Û䔽Ĩė㈀ĨöᾮĨęþĨ䆀Ĩçì⣉ĨĚîٱʦĨǏ Û䔽Ĩė㈀Ĩ֫℁äĨęþĨ䆀Ĩ⛴ĨěîٱʦĨǏ Û䔽Ĩė㈀ĨᏠĨ䔽ĨÛ䞀Ĩė⁏ĨęþĨî䯀äĨěîٱʦĨǏ ㅏĨÛㅿĨî⩺ĨäîíĨåä
Ǖ
ǔ
ǖ
Ĩ ٱäìäĨ☉ĨⵇĨė䎢ĨėþîäٳɝĨǏ ╌Ĩ䗂⸗ĨäìäĨ㈉Ĩõ㜞äĨᱍĨㅏĨÛ䔽Ĩė㈀ĨɟäĨ
˄ᜯ䜫Ĩ
 ٳęþĨ䆀Ĩ☉ĨěîٱʦĨǏ Û䔽Ĩė㈀Ĩð㬦ĨęþĨ䆀ĨùῳäĨěîٱʦĨǏ Û䔽Ĩė㈀ĨòĨęþĨ䆀
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ǔ
ĨÛ÷㩕ìĨÛúìĨÛ䥻ìĨ䔽ĨᏼĨė㈀ĨេĨäîດĨⵇĨúĨ㈉Ĩ☉Ĩ䥞䜫Ĩ䐤Ĩ╌Ĩė㒆Ĩؼß
 ٳ䞈Ĩ≢ĨᜯĨㅏĨ䜱Ĩ㈉⸗Ĩì㱄ĨㅎĨėþৠĨ㈉ĨıäĨŒ ٱŮƉĨĨ☉ĨⵇĨė䎢ĨüäĨ༔˄Ĩٱǎ ĨÛ䞈
ǔǔ
ǖ
ĨᏛäĨ䆀ĨùῳäĨěîٱʦĨǏ Ĩ༔Ĩ䜫ĨĨùῳäĨួĨ䞈ĨęþĨĨ╌חĨ
Ĩ ǌ ╌Ĩ䆀ĨĨ〪Ĩìᣅþٱǌ˄Ĩ㈉ԹĨçǌ˄ٱĨ䮪Ĩîǌ˄ ٱĨîǌ˄˄ ٱ䜫Ĩ
 ٱ䔽Ĩɝ⢙Ĩ
 ٳǏ ė㈀Ĩ☉Ĩ╌ĨėáٱǍ˄ĨîþäĨᏼ䗃
ė㈀Ĩďþä䯆
ǖ
ǎ ęþĨ䞀Ĩᓧ⸗Ĩ൯ĨĖ㥀ĨⶅĨශßĨ䆀Ĩ
ĨؕîĨ
 ٱč㸑ĨęþĨ䞀Ĩᓧ⸗Ĩ൯ĨⶅĨ㩔äþĨ䗂⸗ĨûⵇĨ䆀ĨᏼĨîþäĨîäì▄îĨÛ⑬þ䯈ĨßĨ०Ĩ䔽˄Ĩٱǎ ᚉä⸗ĨⵇĨü㳢ĨäĨ
Ĩ ǌ⯍
Ǘ ǎ Ĩęîٱǌ˄þìîٱǌ˄ĨⶄĨ〨ҍᖫĨ
ĨⶅĨㅎĨ㩔㹬ĨßĨÛ䞈Ĩ䛲äĨ⊄äĨㅏĨ⧳äîĨ〨Ĩ䗂⸗ĨĨ〨ĨėⶃĨ䗂Ĩ⦡Ĩ⸘ĨßĨ०Ĩ䔽Ĩ䛲äĨ⊄äĨ䯉ĨㅏĨҍᖫ
Ĩ Ǘ ǎ 䭆Ĩ්ßĨÛ䞈

Ʒơǎ Ŭ
 ٶǎ ⵇĨė㍉㥀ĨⶅĨ╌Ĩė䁡ⵇĨ⾸Ĩ⾸ßĨ०Ĩ䔽䠁
Ĩ äĨęþĨㅏĨ䩝ሩĨ䗂ė
Ĩ ㍉㥀
ĨęþĨ䯉ㅏĨĒîþî⪕Ĩė〫Ĩė〫Ĩ䯎ĨĐäĨᔖ䗃þĨ〨ŠĨ ǌ Ĩ⸘Ĩß䞈Ĩ䛲äĨ⊄äĨä䜫Ĩęՙ⪕Ĩ
Ǖ
ǖ
Ǘ
 ٳǌ ⶅĨ䆀Ĩûä䯆þ䯎Ĩß䞈ĨؕîĨ
 ٱ㸑ĨęþĨ䞈Ĩ䗃îĨ䜫Ĩ૪ĨⵇĨė㍉㥀ĨⶅĨ╌Ĩė䁡ⵇĨ⾸Ĩ⾸Ĩ㐖ĨㅍĨ䩘îíĨßĨ०Ĩ䔽䠁
Ĩ ä
Ĩ䆀ĨìäሧĨⶄĨÛ䥞䜫Ĩ㻬ٱӀĨĖ㥀ĨěɟĨ

Ĩ䔽Ĩ䚽äĨᏛäĨęþĨㅎĚ
Ĩ Ĩçî⦜㥁㿇Ĩ
Ĩ ⶄ╌
Ĩ Ĩ䤈⽄ĨຊäĨ䗂Đ
Ĩ ß䞈Ĩ䛲äĨ⊄äĨä䜫Ĩ૪ĨㅏĨⵇĨûⴑĨîþäĨ㱉ĨÛÞٱǌ˄⨎ⶅ╌Ĩûä䯆þ䯎ĨðäĨ०Ĩ䔽Ĩ䚽äĨęþĨ䥞䜫
Ǖ
Ǖ
ǔ
ǖ
Ǘ
ٶ
Ĩ०Ĩ䔽Ĩ䚽äĨęþĨ䥞䜫Ĩ㻬ӀĨ
 ٱĖ㥀ĨěɟĨ
 ٳǌ ⶅĨ䆀ĨĚìٱӀĨㅎĨėݵĨß䞈Ĩ䗃îĨ䜫Ĩ૪ĨⵇĨä؎Ĩ
ĨⶅĨ╌ĨðäĨîþäĨÛĨ䔽˄Ĩٱǎ Ĩ䞈Ĩ䤈䜫ĨîԙĨٱǎ Ć ╌Ĩ䤈⽄ĨúỢĨęþĨ〪Ĩᝩ
ǔ
Ǖ
ǔ
Ĩ ǌ ǎ ⹔Ĩ䗂ĨĐßĨㅏĨ㈉⸗Ĩɟ䯆Ĩ
ĨúäĨĚþĨᙯĨÛ䯍⽝ĨÛîⵇĨÛ䣊ٱǌ˄䁡Ĩ㈉ĨúĒ㩕Ĩ䭆Ĩ╌Ĩü〨ĨĐß䔽Ĩ˄ٱǎ ĨㅏĨüþሟĨ㦆Ĩ㈉ĨĚìٱӀĨㅎĨĨㅎҍ⨎Ĩ
 ٳǎ ╌ĨėḚؼٳĨú⬄
ǌ ǎ ĨîþäĨėþᎆîþ➳ĨⶅĐßĨ
Ĩ ०Ĩ䔽Ĩú⽄ĨęþĨ䞀ᓧ
Ĩ ⸗
Ĩ䯽ĨᓧうĨ䆀Ĩç⧋ìĨ䗂ĨĐß䞈Ĩ䚽äĨęþĨㅏĨüþሟĨⶂĨ㦆㈉
Ĩ é
Ĩ ⥲Ĩ㈉Ĩėþîäì▄îĨ˄ٱǎ Ĩ⑬þ䯈Ĩҍ⨎
ǔ
ǌ ǎ ėㄙ㑔Ĩ㈉Ĩ䕊ìĨ०Ĩ䔽Ĩ䠁äĨęþĨ䤈ৄĨ⛨ĒĨㅎĨûⱑäĨⶄĨ䆀ĨöïäᏠ㈉Ĩė㍉㥀
Ĩėþēþ⸗Ĩ˄ٱǎ ĨÛ䞀Ĩ䞈îĨ㱇Ĩç䁡Ĩ౹˄Ĩٱǎ 䞈î
Ĩ Ĩ䯈ĨîౄĨ╌ĨᣆþĨㅎĨ⾒ĨㅎĨé˄äĨ ٱᣅĨޒĨҍ⨎Ĩ
ǖ ǖ
Ĩ þìĨᢹĨĖ㥀
䞈Ĩ䠁äĨęþĨÛĨ䗃îĨüþሟĨⶂĨⵇĨĐßĨ䆀Ĩ䗂લĨĨ䑗äĨ䔽Ĩ䄓ĨᙯþîĨㅎ͋þĨ
ǔ
ǖ ǔƲ
ǔ
Ǐ
Ǐ
Ǐ
Ǐ
Ǐ
Ǝ
Ƹ
Ǐ
Ĩ㦆Ĩ⊚äĨîþäė䜫ĨĨěîäìäĨěîٱʦĨÛᎵĨĚîٱʦĨÛę▧㷍ĨäîٱʦĨÛ䜰ᨴ˄Ĩ ٱ䜫ĨĨûⵇĨٳɝĨäîٱʦĨ〪Ĩ䞈ĨĚîä䄌íĨĚîٱʦĨƾ Ĩ㈉Ĩ䗂䜫ĨìӒĨ
ⵇ ٳĨûⴑĨ䭆ĨėKþì
ĨîþäĨÛ䞈ĨㅏîĨ ä㹸ĨㅎĨòĨ䆀ĨðäĨÛ䞈îĨぅîĨú⁔ĨⶂĨⵇĨ㦩ä〨Ĩ⊄äĨÛ䞀Ĩ䞈îĨ⸗ĨäìäĨẽê
Ĩ ⠪Ĩ⸘Ĩ≠äĨÛ䞀Ĩ䞈îĨ⸗ĨĨᣅĨ䚽Ĩ〪Ĩ䜰ᨴĨᰳ╌Ĩî⩺Ĩ〨Ĩ₎Ĩ䚽
Ĩ䤈〨ĨɝĨ
 ٳǏ ᏠĨ〨ĨᨦĨ䔙îþ䞀Ĩ䞈îĨ⸗Ĩ▩〨ĨⶄĨ㦆Ĩ㈉ĨĚĨ᧘⌵ĨîþäĨĚĨຊäĨ䚽ĨîþäĨÛ䞈Ĩ䂬⊯äĨ⪌ĨⶂĨîþäĨ䂬⊯äĨⶂĨ⦡ɝĨ
Ĩ ٳǏ äîٱʦǏ 䞈ĨⶂĨ⦹ĨⵇĨěþうì
ǖ
ǎ 䆀Ĩė㍉㥀Ĩ䞈îĨ㱇ĨïþîĨîþä䞈Ĩ䗃îĨ᧘
ĨęþĨ䆀Ĩ⦡ĨěîٱʦĨǏ 㨉Ĩ䞀îĨ᧥Ĩ㦆ĨûલĨ㈉֫äĨ
Ĩ 䭆Ĩ䚽Ĩ〪Ĩ䜫Ĩ䔙Ĩ䧸äĨあ㨉
Ĩ ĨÛ䞈Ĩ㑔äþĨ䗂ßĨ䓖ĨĨäîٱʦĨǏ üìĨäĨ
ǖǖ
ǖ
ǖ
ǎ ❆Ĩᣅ䛹Ĩ
Ĩ 䗂Ĩıä㑔äþĨᯔĨ䔽Ĩ䔙ĨὔĨ䤈〨Ĩ䁠Ĩ㈉ĨðäĨ䔙îþĨ䜫Ĩå㶻Ĩ〨Ĩç䣪ⵇĨåîĨᣅĨ䥞ᜯĨ䔙䤈
Ĩ ٱǍ˄Ĩ㐗⦝
Ĩä
Ĩ ǎ Ĩ䞈˄Ĩٱǎ ìĨ͋þĨîþäĨ⥽ĨÛѬþìÛօ
ǖ
ǖ Ǖ
ǎ ᏼĨᏼĨ㈉Ĩü㳢
ĨîþäĨîäì⸗ĨäîٱʦĨǏ Û䞀ĨîþäĨᒒĨ֫äĨ
 䭆Ĩ䚽ĨÛᑽĨ䔽ĨᙯᦧĨçǌ˄ ٱĨㅎĨ䆴ĨěîĨěîٱʦĨǏ 〪Ĩ䮨⸗Ĩҍٱǌ ˄Ĩ䮪Ĩ䩘îíĨ㈉Ĩě▧㷍ĨĨäĨ
ǔ
䞈îþäĨ
Ĩ ᏽĨ⫻äĨ䁣˄î
ⵇ ٱ
ǔ
ǖ
Ĩ ٱあ̵Ĩ
Ĩ ǌ ǌ ìᣅþٱǌ˄Ĩ㈉Ĩ⍤Ĩ♣ìĨ〨Ĩü㳢Ĩ⹔Ĩ㳡Ĩ⪌̵Ĩ
Ĩ ǌ ǌ 䞀Ĩ㳡Ĩ䜱þĨĨéßĨ䚽
Ĩ㈉㳡
Ĩ Ĩ⹔ě
Ĩ ܖĨ㈉Ĩ䗂⸗Ĩü㩕ĨìĨ㈉ĨìäٳӒäĨ㈉ĨûⴑĨຊäĨᏠĨᏽ˄ᜯĨ
ǔ
ǖ ǔ
Ĩ
㳡ä
Ĩ ǎ Ĩ〪ĨᏽĨ䩵╌äĨ䐲㈀ĨᏽĨ⍝ĨĨ˄⸗Ĩ
 ٱì
Ĩû㩕äĨ㈉Ĩė䁡㩕äĨÛî㧔Ĩ䭆Ĩ㈉Ĩ䕊ìĨ䮪≢Ĩî㩕Ĩ䔽ĨẽĨⵇĨ⹔ĨÛ≢ĨěìĨ䔽Ĩ〪䡋ìĨÛ≢Ĩ⸗Ĩ䔽ҍ⁔Ĩ
ǔ
ǔ
ǔ
ǖ
ⵇ ٱସĨٵƬĽƶǌţĨ䞀Ĩîäࡘ˄ٱĨ㈉
ĨÛ䞈Ĩ㻬ḝĨㅎĨ䛲äĨ䜱ĨᏛäĨĨéßĨ╌ĨúþäĨïþîĨ㦆Ĩ㈉Ĩü㳢Ĩ㿂Ĩç⪌ĨɝĨ
 ٳǏ î㠒Ĩ䮪Ĩîþä䔽Ĩäîä㍉Ĩ˄ٱî㩕ĨẽĨⵇĨ⹔Ĩ㨉Ĩ䞈ĨúⰨĨ˄㱇Ĩ
ǔ
ǔ
ǔ
ǖ
Ĩⵇò
Ĩ ĨîþäĨÛ䤈↸ĨÛĚîä䯀䬛äĨÛø䍕äĨÛ䞈Ĩû˄Ĩ⁖ⵇ ٱĨⲨäþĨü㳢ĨÛ䞈Ĩ֫äĨ䭆ĨㅎĨç䣪ⵇĨåîĨ䮪ĨÛ䔽Ĩû˄ٱĨⵇĨⰰĨ⹔˄Ĩٱǎ ĨçäíĨ⹔ĨÛ䔽Ĩû˄Ĩⵇ ٱĨ䌑Ĩ⹔Ĩü㳢
ǔ
ǖ
ǔ ǖ Ǖ
ǔ
Ʒǎ ƹŎǍ š
ǌ
Ǐ
Ĩ䜱Ĩ╌Ĩ⺵ĨîþäĨÛ䞀Ĩ㐔䜫Ĩ
Ĩ ㅏĨç᧲ٳɟĨĚîٱʦĨîþäĨ䞀Ĩ䥞䜫ĨäမĨ㦆Ĩ㈉ĨĚîä䄌íĨ⸘Ĩ䚽ĨÛᶣĨÛㅿĨî⩺ĨÛ䞈ŠĨ Ĩ㦆Ĩ㈉Ĩ₎Ĩ䚽˄⸗Ĩ
Ĩ ٱҍٱǌ ˄Ĩ䮪Ĩîþä䞈Ĩû˄ٱ
 ٳǏ ᏠĨûલĨⵇĨ䗂䜫Ĩ䭆ĨÛ䞈Ĩ᧞חĨ
Ĩ ǌ ᏠĨ㐗䯀ïĨ䔙îþĨÛㅿĨöþ▧Ĩ▩〨Ĩ㦆Ĩ㈉ĨĚ
Ĩ䞀Ĩ䜱þĨ㱢Ĩ㈉Ĩ䗂〶Ĩ䭆Ĩ䆀ĨỉĨ㨉ĨÛ䞈Ĩ䤈䜫Ĩ㩔ٱǍ˄ĨûⴑĨɝĨ
ǖ ǖ Ǖ
ǖ
ǖ
ǖ
ǖ Ǖ
ǔ ŰǍŢ ǖ
 ٱҍٱǌ ˄ĨٱŒŮƉĨᣅĨÛ䞈Ĩ˄うìĨ
⸗ ٱօĨ
Ĩ ǎ ǌ ᣅĨ䞈˄〶Ĩ
Ĩ ٱ䜱þĨƼǎƹǍƶ ĨÛ˄ٱ䜫Ĩ䔽Ĩ⸁Ĩ╌Ĩě⧋ìĨマㄙĨ㈉ĨėᏠٱǌ˄Ĩ䔙îþĨÛ䞀Ĩ䚁äĨ㈉Ĩ䗂⸗Ĩҍٱ
 ǌ ˄Ĩᣅ
Ĩù
Ĩ ῳäĨ㈉ĨᡱĨÛ䞈Ĩ˄⸗Ĩ
䜫Ĩ㑔ǌ˄ٱĨúĨⵇĨø䍕äĨîþäĨ㽮äĨø⠪ĨɝĨ
 ٳǏ ėᣇĨÛė䜫Ĩ䬚ⰔĨ䯎Ĩû䎀Ĩ䭆Ĩě▧㷍ĨÛė䜫
ǖ Ǖ
ᣅĨᒒĨü㳢ĨĨęþĨ䯉ĨྨĨ䆀Ĩ䗂〨Ĩ䗂〨Ĩ㈉Ĩ䕊ìĨû⊯äĨ╌ĨᣆþĨឿ˄Ĩٱǎ うìĨ㈉⸗Ĩҍٱǌ ˄Ĩ╌Ĩîäì⸗Ĩ⦇äຓäĨ〨Ĩė⁏ĨㅎĨû⊯äĨ䗂ė
Ĩ 䔘㳢
ǖ
ǔ
ǖ
ǎ  ˄Ĩٱǎ ìĨ᧱ٳɟĨ〨Ĩ䮧ìĨ䕉ٱǍ˄Ĩ〨ĨėᒑĨě⇤þìĨĨ䆀ĨĖ㱇ĨѬḝĨ╌Ĩç▥ĨㅎĨð
ٶǎ ˼
Ĩ ĨüäîþìĨ㈉ĨԢĨǌ ä
Ĩ ǎ ̵Ĩ
Ĩ ‱ïĨՙ▥
äĨ
Ĩ ǌ ǌ ÛᒒĨ䞈îĨîතĨ䕉˄Ǎ ٱĨ䕉˄Ǎ ٱ✁Ĩ
ǔǖ
 ٵǎ ᓧᜯĨᓧᜯĨðǍ˄ ٱ㈉Ĩ
Ĩ ě⇤þìĨࡘĨ㈉äĨ
Ĩ ǎ îþäĨÛĨ〰Ĩ〨Ĩ䗂෦Ĩ䕉Ǎ˄ ٱĨ〨Ĩ✁Ĩě⇤þìĨęþĨᓧᜯĨðǍ˄ ٱĨ㈉ĨឮĨᏠĨěäĨ㨂Ĩ䕉Ǎ˄ ٱĨ✁
 㐔ĨᯙĨüᜯĨㅎĮ̃Ĩ
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ǖ
䞈ĨĚ䯈ĨĚલĨ䧥î˄ٱĨĚîດĨ╌Ĩú㬲Ĩ䨕äĨÛᒒĨ䯊ĨৄĨęՙþ䯆Ĩ
 ٶǎ ⵇĨùῳäĨຓäĨĨ〨Ĩė㳣Ĩ⪌ĨęþĨ䔽Ĩ⠪ὟĨㅎĨì㹇ĨᒖäíĨ⹔ĨᑽĨ⠪ὟĨ㈉Ĩ䭆ìĨ♨ìĨ˄ٱǎ ĨℵþìĨ䑌ä
ǖ Ţ
Ĩ⠪ὟĨㅎĨø䍕äĨîþäĨĚîä䯀䬛äĨᏽĨٱĴƶĽŎǉǌ Ĩ╌Ĩîäì⸗ĨîþäĨùῳäĨěîດĨ०Ĩᏽ䔽Ĩ
Ĩ 䜱Ĩ䯎Ĩė䔘ٱǌ˄ïĨ䑌äĨø✜Ĩû⊯äᒒĨᓧ⸗Ĩㅏö
Ĩ ïäᏠĨㅎĨ䔘䂅ĨĨ⸗ĨęîĨⵇସĨì⁏
ǖǕ
ǔ
ǎ ຓä
Ĩø䍕äĨ䛸Ĩę䞱㷃ĨⵇĨç⁏äĨ䂬⊯äĨÛ䥞䜫Ĩ䔽Ĩî☆Ĩ㈉Ĩℵ䯎ĨርĨ䯎Ĩû˄Ĩ ٱ㈉Ĩ䂴ⴑĨᙯᦧĨᏽĨ䔽Ĩî㿴ĨĚîä⫒⠪ĨĨᜯĨ౹Ĩㅎϥ㱆Ĩ
Ĩ ǌ Ǐ 䚽˄Ĩٱǎ ĨⰰĨÛîäٶСîĨ
Ĩ îä䯀䬛äĨîþä
うîĨ䣘ⰔĨ䯎Ĩì䱜Ĩ㈉Ě
ǖ
ǖ
Ǘ
Ĩ䩵Ĩ䆀Ĩ䗂Ĩ䞉ɟĨ
 ٳǌ ì⁏ĨûⱎĨ㨂Ĩî䔘Ĩ╌ĨüäٳӒęþ
Ĩ ĨᑽĨᭅĨⵇĨî䔘Ĩ㦆㈉
Ĩ ĨປĨٳɝĨǏ ㈉Ĩ㐗䯀ïĨ०ĨᑽĨ䔽Ĩå⵰Ĩ㦇äþĨ䗂ᜯĨ䡏䯈Ĩ㦆㈉ĨúẖĨ㈉ĨåäĨø✜ĨüäٳӒ
ǖ
ᒒĨ䔽Ĩ㩔äþĨ䲌ñ
Ĩ 䁡ὟĨ⸗ĨぅîĨᏼ䗃Ĩ䯎Ĩᏼ䗃Ĩ㈉⸗Ĩ䕉ä⁏Ĩ᜕ĨㅎĨüäٳӒĨø✜ĨÛᒒĨᓧ⸗
ǔ
ĨĚîä䄌íĨĨęì˄ٱǎ ïĨあĨ╌ĨðṣäĨ㈉Ĩ⬂äĨ㦆䑗äĨû⊯äĨᑽĨᒖ⸗Ĩä䜫Ĩ▩〨ĨĨㅎĨ䗂⸗ĨᏠĨîþäĨݴĨ╌Ĩė䜫˥ٱĨ䜱ĨᏛäĨᑽĨ㠑ĨᝩĨㅎĨ䗂⽄Ĩåä
Ǖ
ᒒĨ䗹îĨėӀ〨Ĩ
 ٱçäîĨüìĨęþĨ㦆ៀĨᑽ
ǘ
ǖ
䞈Ĩ㐔Ĩ䜫Ĩҍ
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Assam Youth
Lynched in Dimapur

On March 6, 2015 a youth accused of rape was
lynched by the mob in Dimapur, Nagaland
after dragging him out of police custody.
Later reports said that the accusation was false.
What became headline immediately is the identity of the accused killed. Anchors in news channels immediately declared him as 'illegal
Bangladeshi immigrant' (IBI) quoting comment from officials. Director General of Police,
Nagaland, L.L. Doungel,called him an 'Illegal
Bangladeshi Immigrant (IBI)' which the Nagaland Chief Minister refuted later.

Media hardly bothered to take note of the fact or
do the minimum investigation to ascertain his
identity if it matters. Sarif belongs to a family
in Bosla Village in Karimganj District of
32
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Assam. His father late Syed Hussain Khan 
worked forthe Indian Air Force and retired from
Air Force Station, Kumbhirgram (Dist Cachar
Assam). Sarif's mother draws her family
pension from IAF. Sarif's late brother Iman
Uddin Khan was in Indian Army, took part in
the Kargil War against Pakistan in 1999. He
was injured in the war and succumbed to his injuries later. Sarif's two other brothers are also
presently serving in Indian Army - Havildar
Jamal Uddin Khan is in Assam Regiment,
posted at Diphu and Kamal Khan is a personnel in Assam Regiment and presently posted
at a location in Arunachal Pradesh.

Branding of Bengali speaking Muslims in
Assam as 'Illegal Bangladeshi' is not rare but
regular. You will have similar impression if you
follow the reporting of mass displacement in
Bodo areas of Assam

